How would your community change If Jesus Were Mayor?

The local church is of pivotal importance to the welfare and development of its community. Jesus’ agenda for community health and transformation is expressed and modeled through His church. How can local churches be equipped and mobilized?

“The church,” writes Bob Moffitt, “is far more important for the transformation of a society than the president of the nation. The principal and most strategic institution God appointed to carry out His big agenda is the church. We serve the head of the church.”

“Be prepared to be challenged and changed.”
— Loren Cunningham, Founder, YWAM

“I highly recommend this book!”
— Ralph Neighbour, President, Teach Global Training Center, USA

“I enthusiastically recommend Bob and this book to all who want to know the heart of God.”
— Ben Wong, Global Cell Church Mission Network, Hong Kong

“Provides not only the vision but also the strategy to enable the church to fulfill its God-given purpose.”
— C. Rene Padilla, President Emeritus, Kairos Foundation, Argentina

“Provides a clear pathway for the church around the world to fulfill the Great Commandment and demonstrate the love of God in practical ways in its community.”
— Luis Bush, International Facilitator, Transform World

“The contents of this book have already been put to work in various parts of Africa with amazing and encouraging results.”
— Daniel Bitrus, General Secretary, Association of Evangelicals in Africa

Bob Moffitt is an experienced trainer, curriculum designer and organizational strategist. He is founder of Harvest, which equips local church leaders worldwide. This is his first full-length book. Karla Tesch is a professional editor with Harvest.